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Activated by Art
Public Art Reston works toward enhancing
Reston’s underpasses and promoting their use
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hen Reston was
founded more
than 50 years
ago by Robert
E. Simon
Jr., the innovative planned
community was purposely
endowed with a rich system of
recreational facilities and open
space — some 1,300 acres.
Also integrated throughout
the community were some 27
underpasses, unique features
that carry Reston’s path system
under its major roadways and
were intended to facilitate
and encourage walking and
bicycling between diverse parts
of the community — residential,
commercial, civic, recreational
and cultural.
A little more than four
decades later, in 2008, the
Public Art Master Plan for
Reston was adopted. This plan
identifies these underpasses
— primarily consisting of bare
concrete interior and exterior
walls — as locations for new
artworks that will carry on the
benchmark set by Reston’s
first underpass built in 1965.
Connecting the pedestrian
pathway from Lake Anne
Village Center to the nearby
Hickory Cluster townhouses
under North Shore Drive, this
underpass was one of the most
extensive works of art by famed
Uruguayan sculptor Gonzalo
Fonseca for the village center.
According to the Master
Plan, “artists can play a role
in enhancing these important
community assets — existing,
proposed, imagined —
strengthening the way they
impact Reston’s visual identity
and writing new chapters in
the legacy of Reston’s hidden
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CONCRETE SCULPTURES BY GONZALO FONSECA (1965), NORTH SHORE
DRIVE UNDERPASS

treasures.”
The Fonseca underpass
consists of multiple sculptural
elements that are encountered
when traveling through its
tunnel. Along with a functional
seat and table, the underpass,
the Public Art Reston website
gallery notes, also “includes
pieces that — upon close
inspection — provide passersby
with surprises meant to jog the
imagination with stories and
ideas.”
According to the master
plan, “artists can play a role
in enhancing these important
community assets — existing,
proposed, imagined —
strengthening the way they
impact Reston’s visual identity
and writing new chapters
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in the legacy of Reston’s
hidden treasures.” Working
toward achieving the master
plan’s stated goals for the
underpasses as one of its
missions, Public Art Reston
has thus far completed the
integration of artwork into
the underpass at Glade Drive
and, earlier this year, selected
an artist to develop a sitespecific artwork that will
enhance the exterior and
interior walls of the Colts Neck
Road underpass, near Hunters
Woods Village Center.
As reiterated in Public
Art Reston’s call for an artist
for the Colts Neck project, the
professional artist selected
for the project must “engage
the community — students,

“WE ARE VERY
EXCITED TO WORK
WITH BEN VOLTA,
WHO HAS EXTENSIVE
EXPERIENCE WITH
COMMUNITY
ENGAGEMENT AND
CREATES POWERFUL
AND COLORFUL
ARTWORKS. THE
[COLTS NECK ROAD
UNDERPASS] PROJECT
IS AN OPPORTUNITY
FOR INFRASTRUCTURE
BEAUTIFICATION,
ENGAGEMENT,
EDUCATION AND
INSPIRATION. IT WILL
PROMOTE ACTIVE USE
OF THE UNDERPASS
THAT LINKS
RESIDENTIAL AREAS,
HUNTERS WOODS
VILLAGE CENTER,
TWO SCHOOLS, TWO
SENIOR FACILITIES
AND TWO COMMUNITY
CENTERS.”

– Anne Delaney
Executive Director,
Public Art Reston

their parents and teachers,
pedestrians and bicyclists

"EMERGE" (2010), VALERIE THEBERGE, GLADE DR UNDERPASS

— through direct involvement
in the creation of a work of
art.” It also specified that the
selected artist: should “address
the spirit of the Hunters Woods
Neighborhood; respond to
the cultural diversity of the
community; and develop an
artwork that identifies the
underpass as a civic facility
within the fabric of the
surrounding neighborhood.”
Commissioned in 2009,
the Glade Drive underpass is
enhanced by a mosaic mural,
“Emerge,” by internationally
known Maryland artist
Valerie Theberge, who
collaborated with students
from Reston’s Hunters Woods
Elementary School for the
Arts and Sciences. For the

Colts Neck Road underpass
project, Philadelphia artist
and educator Ben Volta was
selected. Volta is collaborating
with students from Hunters
Woods and Dogwood
Elementary schools, Southgate
Community Center afterschool program, as well as with
residents of the Hunters Woods
Fellowship House and Trails
Edge at Hunters Woods. He has
met with several community
organizations, including the
Hunters Woods Neighborhood
Coalition.
A 2015 recipient of a
Pew Fellowship in the Arts,
Volta is known for his public
artwork, including intricate
public murals and sculptures,
working within the fields of

education, restorative justice
and urban planning. He has
a participatory approach to
making art and has worked
with numerous organizations
and schools.
As a young artist,
Volta was a member of the
groundbreaking art collective
“Tim Rollins and K.O.S.”
(Kids of Survival) in the
south Bronx section of New
York City. He earned his
certificate in sculpture from
the Pennsylvania Academy of
the Fine Arts in 2002 and his
BFA from the University of
Pennsylvania in 2005.
After finishing his
academic studies, he began
working with teachers and
students in Philadelphia

public schools to create
participatory art “rooted in an
exploratory and educational
process.” Over the past decade
and through hundreds of
projects, he has developed
his collaborative process
in partnership with public
schools, art organizations and
communities. The National
Academy of Sciences also has
recognized his work, which
integrates art with math,
science and reading.
According to Anne
Delaney, Public Art Reston’s
executive director, Volta was
the unanimous choice of both
an art selection committee,
designated especially for this
project, and Public Art Reston’s
Public Art Committee. She
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TOP: BEN VOLTA WITH 4TH GRADERS AT HUNTERS WOODS ELEMENTARY SCHOOL BOTTOM: BEN VOLTA BY THE COLTS NECK ROAD UNDERPASS

the exterior facades of the
Colts Neck Road underpass,
the developer is contributing
		
$60,000 toward the permanent
Public Art Reston is
artwork. Public Art Reston
represented by a group
is raising additional funds to
of Reston civic and
enhance not only the exterior
community organizations
walls but also the interior walls
and leaders. It seeks
of the underpass as well as to
to inspire an ongoing
provide workshops led by Ben
commitment to public
Volta. The project is developed
art and create a new
in collaboration with Reston
generation of artworks in
Association, one of Public Art
Reston. It imagines public
Reston’s founding community
art throughout Reston that
partners, which maintains
inspires the community
Reston’s 27 underpasses.
and engages the mind and
In addition to Atlantic
senses. In 2008, Public Art
Realty Companies, project
Reston adopted a Master
supporters to date include
Plan that outlines a vision
ARTSFairfax, Reston
for public art in Reston,
Community Center, JBGkey opportunities for new
SMITH, Virginia Commission
projects and an action
for the Arts, National
plan for success. Public
Endowment for the Arts,
Art Reston is a 501(c)(3)
Pat and Steve Macintyre,
tax exempt, not-for-profit
Lake Thoreau Entertainment
organization. Visit www.
Association and many other
publicartreston.org or call
individuals.
703-880-1177 to find out
				
more or to get involved.
Janet Rems is chairman of Public ArtReston’s Communications Committee. The
former editor of The Reston Times, she
regularly freelances for The Fairfax County
Times, writing primarily about the arts.
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“ARTISTS CAN PLAY A ROLE IN ENHANCING
THESE IMPORTANT COMMUNITY ASSETS
— EXISTING, PROPOSED, IMAGINED —
STRENGTHENING THE WAY THEY IMPACT
RESTON’S VISUAL IDENTITY AND WRITING
NEW CHAPTERS IN THE LEGACY OF RESTON’S
HIDDEN TREASURES.”

Public Art Master Plan for Reston

said, “We are very excited to
work with Ben Volta, who has
extensive experience with
community engagement and
creates powerful and colorful
artworks.” She added, “The
project is an opportunity for
infrastructure beautification,
engagement, education and
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inspiration. It will promote
active use of the underpass that
links residential areas, Hunters
Woods Village Center, two
schools, two senior facilities,
and two community centers.”
Thanks to a public art
proffer commitment by Atlantic
Realty Companies to improve
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